
WEEK 3
Complete the devo and return it to

JW Kids to receive some JW KidsCash! 



This week... 

...we are continuing our series called 

ROOTED IN CHRIST.  It is all about a 

book of the Bible in the New Testament 

called Colossians.

Colossians is all about who Jesus Christ 

really was, is and will always be! 

This book is written by a guy named 

Paul. Paul wrote this letter to explain 

the gospel of Jesus and how it should 

shape the way that believers should 

live. How WE should be 

ROOTED IN CHRIST.   

We usually only eat the root 

part of the carrot. The rest of 

the carrot can be eaten as 

well. Leaves can be turned 

into pesto, the flowers can be 

used in salads and the seeds 

are used as seasoning. You 

could have an entire meal 

made just from carrot plants 

DID YOU
KNOW?

MEMORY
VERSE

Now that you have 
accepted Christ Jesus 
as Lord, walk in Him, 
be rooted, and built 
up in Him.
                 Colossians 2:6 

...to here...

From here...

...to here.

That looksyummy. I wishI had teeth!



The Parable of the Sower 

But the one who received the seed that fell on good 
soil is the man who hears the word and understands it. “ ” Matthew

13:23a

A person who owns or takes care of a farm 
A. Baker B. Farmer C. Butcher D. Teacher

To put seeds in the ground so that plants will grow
A. Slide B. Skip  C. Study D. Sow

A small usually hard part of a plant from which a new plant can grow
A. Leaf  B. Seed  C. Branch D. Bark

A trail made for people to walk on the ground
A. Path  B. Shoes C. Skis  D. Highway

Covered with stones
A. Grassy B. Rocky C. Thorny D. Bedazzled

Small sharp pointed growths on the stem of a plant
A. Warts B. Flowers C. Thorns D. Hair

Not deep
A. Vast  B. Shallow C. Deep  D. Tall

The part of a plant which grows down into the earth

A. Flower B. Branch C. Root  D. Leaf

The upper layer of earth that may be dug or plowed and in which 
plants grow

A. Clouds B. Soil  C. Canyon D. Path

Plants such as grain, vegetables, or fruit grown by farmers

A. Crops B. Livestock C. Chips D. Sandwiches

Choose the word that best matches the definition
(Answers are below)

1-B          2-D          3-B          4-A          5-B          6-C          7-B          8-C          9-B          10-A



Be sure to watch JW Kids Online!
jacobswellchurch.church/jwkids/1st-5th-grade

Finding These Seeds in the Bible
We can all be like these soils in the story that Jesus told at some point in our 
lives. Together AS A FAMILY read about these Bible characters and discuss how 
at some point in their lives they were like the seeds that were eaten by birds, 
the seeds that grew in shallow soil and withered right away, the seeds that 
grew in the weeds, or the seeds that grew in good soil

KING
SOLOMON

1 Kings 

APOSTLE
PAUL

Acts - Philemon

JUDAS
ISCARIOT
Matthew - John

AARON
Exodus 32:1-25


